The influence of a highly anisotropic layered silicate ͑organically modified montmorillonite͒ in directing the mesoscopic self-assembly of a block copolymer blend is studied as a model for the development and tailoring of templated inorganic-organic hybrid materials. The potential for nanometer thick layers to induce large-scale mesoscopic ordering of cylindrical and spherical microdomains in asymmetric block copolymers is studied using a combination of rheology, electron microscopy, and small angle neutron scattering. Spherical microdomains arranged on a bcc lattice are templated by the anisotropic layered silicate and the kinetics of their growth are dramatically accelerated by the presence of even 0.1 wt.% ͑0.04 vol.%͒ of the filler. However, for cylindrical microdomain ordering, the kinetics are essentially unaffected by the addition of layered silicates and the development of three-dimensional mesoscopic order is possibly even disrupted. These results suggest that for the development of three-dimensional well-ordered nanostructures, the surface defining the pattern has to be significantly larger than the leading dimension of the structure being templated.
INTRODUCTION
Block copolymers are capable of forming a rich range of nanostructures depending on the relative chain lengths, constituent chemical species, and architecture of its components. 1 The mechanism of nanostructure development in such microphase segregated systems, resulting from the thermodynamic incompatibility of covalently linked blocks, is of considerable interest because they can serve as model systems to understand the self-organization of surfactants 2 and vesicle systems. 3 We report in this study the effect of adding a highly anisotropic nanometer thick layered silicate on the mesoscopic ordering of a triblock/diblock copolymer blend to either hexagonally packed ͑HEX͒ cylinders or bodycentered cubic ͑bcc͒ spheres.
Molecularly mixed inorganic-organic templated hybrids 4 have the potential for the development of a new generation of materials that are of significant interest to catalysis, size-and shape-selective membranes, lightweight structural composites, and barrier materials. 5 While surfactants and block copolymers have been used to template the growth of inorganic mesophases, 6 and mesoporous silica has been recently used to fabricate nanofibers of linear polyethylene by extrusion polymerization, 7 we use the inorganic phase ͑layered silicate͒ as the templating agent for the development and careful control of mesoscopic order in a block copolymer blend.
Structurally, three broad classes of nanocomposites are achievable based primarily on the strength of the polymersilicate interaction: immiscible or demixed macrocomposites, intercalated nanocomposites, where the layer registry is maintained with a swollen interlayer gallery, and finally delaminated hybrids, where the individual layers of layered silicate are dispersed in a polymer matrix ͑Fig. 1͒. In this work, the nanocomposite created belong to the intercalated class of hybrids.
We examine a blend of a matched triblock polystyrenepoly͑ethylene-butene-1͒-polystyrene ͑PS-PEB-PS͒ and its corresponding PS-PEB diblock copolymer, capable of exhibiting thermally driven order-order and order-disorder transitions. The nanometer thick, highly anisotropic filler used here belongs to the smectite family of 2:1 layered silicates, namely montmorillonite. This naturally occurring layered silicate ͑a disk of thickness 0.95 nm and diameter 0.5-1 m͒ was modified with dimethyl-dioctadecyl ammonium and exhibits a slight preferential attraction to the polystyrene block. We exploit the large surface area per unit volume of the nanometer thick sheetlike layered silicates 8 to provide a templating agent for the block copolymer blend ordering onto bcc lattice based spherical and hexagonally packed cylindrical microdomains. In particular, by using a block copolymer blend system exhibiting a thermally driven orderorder transformation from cylinders to spheres, [9] [10] [11] we examine the influence of the organically modified montmorillonite on the growth mechanism of cylindrical and spherical microdomains without any additional perturbations to the system. We note in passing that the addition of 3 wt. % or less of the layered silicate ͑2C18M͒ has negligible influence on the location of the order-disorder and order-order transitions. By varying the amount of the layered silicate, we examine the effect of its addition on the kinetics of the cylinder to sphere order-order transition starting from unaligned cylinders and shear-aligned cylinders, allowing us to verify the requirement of a well-defined three-dimensional structure in controlling the growth of ordered spherical microdomains. A complementary study on the effect of the nanoparticle size on the kinetics of block copolymer blend ordering is presented in the accompanying paper.
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EXPERIMENT
The block copolymer used in this study is a blend of a triblock polystyrene ͑PS͒-poly͑ethylene-co-butene-1͒ ͑PEB͒-polystyrene ͑PS͒ and its matched diblock copolymer ͑Kraton G 1657 from Shell Chemical Co., used as received͒. [9] [10] [11] The phase behavior, morphology, and linear viscoelastic behavior, along with the characterization of the order-order and order-disorder transitions, have been reported previously. [9] [10] [11] The unfilled block copolymer blend forms cylindrical microdomains of PS at low temperatures, with a diameter of ϳ27 nm and several microns long. At temperatures above the order-order transition (T OOT ϭ138 Ϯ3°C), the block copolymer blend forms spherical microdomains of PS with a diameter of ϳ23 nm arranged on a bcc lattice. At higher temperatures, the block copolymer blend disorders, with an order-disorder transition temperature (T ODT ) of 195Ϯ5°C [9] [10] [11] ͑see the Appendix͒. The organically modified layered silicate is a dimethyldioctadecyl ammonium substituted montmorillonite ͑2C18M͒, with a CEC of 90-meq/100 g and characterized extensively in a previous paper. 13 Each individual silicate layer can be considered to be a disk with thickness 0.95 nm and diameter ranging from 0.5 to 1 m. The reported diameter of montmorillonite is a best estimate based on electron micrographs of a wide range of polymer nanocomposites that indicate the presence of a distribution of diameters that are thought to arise because of the edge-edge and edge-face aggregation, flexibility of the layers, and the intrinsic inhomogeneity of these natural layered materials. Nanocomposites were prepared by solution mixing appropriate quantities of finely ground 2C18M ͑0.1, 1, and 3 wt.%͒ and the block copolymer blend in toluene at room temperature. The homogeneous solutions were dried extensively at room temperature and subsequently annealed at 100°C in a vacuum oven for ϳ12 h to remove any remaining solvent and to facilitate complete polymer intercalation between the silicate layers. X-ray diffraction was used to verify the gallery height and was performed using a Siemens D5000 x-ray diffractometer with Cu-K ␣ radiation generated at 40 mA and 50 kV. Diffraction spectra were obtained over a 2 range of 2°to 10°in steps of 0.02°and counting times of 3 s at each angular position.
Melt state viscoelastic measurements were performed using a Rheometrics ARES rheometer with 25 mm diam parallel plates and a transducer with an operating range of 0.2-2000 g cm. Samples of ϳ2 mm thickness were vacuum molded at 180°C for 30 min using a 1 ton load in a Carver press. After loading the sample in the rheometer, it was heated to 220°C under a N 2 blanket and held there for approximately 30 min in order to erase all prior thermomechanical history before cooling to a temperature below T ODT . While cooling or heating the sample in the ordered state, it was always ensured that the normal force was close to zero, so as not to induce any macroscopic alignment of the sample.
The kinetics of the order-order and the disorder-order transition were followed by monitoring the low-frequency linear viscoelastic oscillatory shear properties ͑storage and loss moduli, GЈ and GЉ, respectively͒ as a function of time at constant strain amplitude ␥ 0 , frequency , and temperature T. Typically, the sample reached thermal equilibrium in less than 10 min following a temperature jump. The conditions of and ␥ 0 were carefully selected to ensure a linear viscoelastic response with little or no changes in the microstructure as a result of the rheological testing, a torque signal that was considerably larger than the instrumental resolution, and a sampling time that was short but not at the cost of compromising the sensitivity of the kinetic data. On the other hand, shear alignment of the cylindrically ordered block copolymers were performed by the application of largeamplitude oscillatory shear at Tϭ120°C at ϭ0.01 rad/s and ␥ 0 ϭ100% for a time of ϳ24 h. The viscoelastic signatures were verified to be time independent, ascertaining complete alignment and ensuring that the sample did not suffer melt fracture by the prolonged application of large-amplitude shear.
Samples for transmission electron microscopy were removed from the rheometer after rheological measurements and cooled rapidly ͑in liquid nitrogen or cold water͒ so as to preserve the microstructure of the test conditions. These samples were cryomicrotomed at Ϫ130°C to obtain ultrathin sections ͑Ͻ100 nm thick͒ for TEM. These sections were stained with RuO 4 ͑a stain preferentially taken up by PS͒ and then examined using a 160 keV Phillips EM 300 TEM, as described earlier.
14 SANS measurements were performed on the 30 m SANS beamline ͑NG3͒ at NIST, Gaithersburg, MD. Neutrons with wavelength ͑͒ of 6 Å and ⌬/ of 0.15 were used with sample to detector distances ranging from 5 to 6.5 m. Quiescent experiments were performed by placing a 1 mm thick sample in a 17 mm annulus sandwiched between two quartz windows and heated in a sealed oven. All quiescent experiments were performed by heating to the isotropic state and then quenched to 162°C and allowing to equilibrate for ϳ24 h and the data after correction for background and empty cell scattering were placed on an absolute scale by calibrating with secondary standards. Shear experiments were performed with a 0.5 mm thick sample loaded in an aluminum shear cell and placed in the in situ reciprocating shear device developed by Bates and co-workers. 15, 16 The temperature of both sides of the shear cell was independently controlled to within Ϯ1°C and had a rapid response insofar as the heating was concerned. The neutron beam was parallel to the velocity gradient direction ("v). Reciprocating steady shear experiments with one of the plates held stationary and the other undergoing a strain amplitude of 200% with a strain rate ͉␥ ͉ of 10 s Ϫ1 were performed. Corrections to the shear cell based SANS data due to the empty cell and background scattering have not been applied and the intensities are not calibrated with a secondary standard.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure and dispersion
X-ray diffraction spectra for 2C18M and a representative intercalated hybrid are shown in Fig. 2 . The interlayer gallery height of the well-ordered intercalated stack, calculated as the difference of the d 001 distance obtained by x-ray diffraction and the individual layer thickness of 9.5 Å expands from 13.5 Å for the 2C18M to 21.5 Å for the hybrid, suggesting infiltration of the interlayer galleries by the block copolymer blend. Previous studies have demonstrated that pure PEB is immiscible with 2C18M, while homopolymer PS forms an intercalated hybrid with 2C18M with a gallery height of 21.5 Å. 13, 17 This thermodynamic preferential behavior by PS as compared to PEB toward the silicate layers is consistent with the theories of intercalation suggested by Vaia and Giannelis 18 and Balasz and co-workers. 19 However, as demonstrated in a previous paper, this preferential attraction of PS to the silicate surface does not imply that the PEB block is excluded from the interlayer galleries. 13 On the contrary, it has been demonstrated that, on the basis of the relative rigidity of the silicate layers and the relative sizes of the polymer chains ͑even in their extended conformations͒ and the silicate layers, the PEB block has to enter the interlayer gallery.
The structure of the nanocomposite as determined by transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ of the hybrids ͑shown in the accompanying paper͒, reveals stacks of 6 -15 intercalated silicate layers with the occasional presence of individual highly anisotropic layers separated from the stacks. 12 We note that individual silicate layers are ϳ1 nm thick with irregular lateral dimensions of 0.5-1 m and a surface area of ϳ800 m 2 /gm ͑if fully exfoliated͒. The preferential attraction of the PS block to the large surface area of the highly anisotropic silicate layers is primarily responsible for the potential to develop mesoscopically templated nanostructures, as shown below.
Ordering kinetics
For the low levels of layered silicate used to prepare the hybrids reported in this paper, the location of thermal phase transitions, i.e., T OOT and T ODT , as studied by SANS and linear viscoelastic measurements are essentially unaffected by the addition of the layered silicate ͑with changes less than 1°C͒. 20 Additionally, as shown in the Appendix, the blending of the matched diblock and triblock does not have a dramatic influence on the phase behavior. Further, since the volume fraction of added silicate is less than 0.02 in these studies, preferential segregation of the diblock or the triblock to the surface cannot be responsible for the observed behavior. As a matter of protocol, consistent with our previous studies for the unfilled block copolymers, [9] [10] [11] samples are quenched from the disordered state ͑220°C͒ to either 150°C to obtain bcc spherical ordering, or to 120°C to obtain cylindrical microdomain ordering.
The development of cylindrical and spherical order in the block copolymer blend is conveniently probed using lowfrequency isochronal linear viscoelastic measurements, as a result of the large change in the viscoelastic moduli at low frequencies during the ordering process. Previous work has shown that the kinetics inferred from the low-frequency viscoelastic moduli, particularly the storage modulus GЈ, are consistent with those obtained from x-ray scattering and microscopy. [9] [10] [11] 21, 22 In this work, we focus on the storage modulus, as it is the most sensitive rheological tool to observe the ordering phenomenon.
FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction spectra for the pure 2C18M and the 3 wt.% hybrid. The ͗001͘ and ͗002͘ peaks, corresponding to the midplane to midplane distance of the layered silicate, are shifted to smaller diffraction angles for the hybrid, indicating the intercalation and hence swelling of the interlayer galleries. The gallery heights were calculated using Bragg's law ( ϭ1.54 Å), the measured value of 2 001 , and the known thickness of the individual silicate layers of ϳ9.5 Å.
The development of the bcc spherical microdomain structure, as monitored by GЈ for a temperature jump to 150°C from a disordered state at 220°C, is shown in Fig. 3 . The unfilled polymer exhibits the characteristic sigmoidal growth 21, 23 and takes ϳ2400 min to fully develop. [9] [10] [11] The addition of even minute amounts of the layered silicate nanolayers ͑2C18M͒ results in a dramatic acceleration of the ordering kinetics-taking only ϳ600 min to fully develop for a 0.1 wt.% ͑0.04 vol.%͒ hybrid and ϳ250 min to develop for the 1 and 3 wt.% hybrids. There is no appreciable difference in the kinetics of the 1 and 3 wt.% sample ͑in fact, being invariant for even a 10 wt.% hybrid and not shown in this study͒, with only an increase in the magnitude of the modulus, as expected for higher filler loading. 24 This dramatic acceleration of the kinetics for hybrids is attributed to the nucleation and templating influence of the highly anisotropic, large surface area filler on the development of spherical microdomains, whose diameter ͑ϳ23 nm͒ is considerably smaller than the lateral dimensions of the silicate layers ͑di-ameter ϳ0.5-1 m͒. The rapid saturation of the templating effect of the filler ͑the kinetic effect saturating for filler loadings of ϳ1 wt.%͒ is thought to arise as a result of the large surface area associated with the silicate layers and a saturation of the nucleation sites for the preferential PS segments of the block copolymer blend at extremely low loadings.
In contrast, as shown in Fig. 4 the kinetics for the development of cylindrical microdomains ͑at 120°C͒ from an initial disordered state ͑at 220°C͒ are essentially unaffected by the addition of the layered silicate. In fact, the time dependence of GЈ ͑at early times͒ for the 3 wt.% hybrid is slightly weaker than that of the unfilled polymer and might suggest that the silicate layers hinder the development of the cylindrical structure. In the unfilled polymer, the micron length cylindrical microdomains when grown at 120°C, arrange themselves in a three-dimensional hexagonal array, a geometry that would not be easily templated by nanometer thick layers with irregular lateral structure and diameters that are submicron and smaller than the length of the cylinders. 9, 13, 25 The PS block forming the cylindrical microdomains is preferentially attracted to the silicate surface, suggesting the possibility of developing long-range correlations between the PS microdomains and enhanced kinetics for the growth of cylindrical microdomains. However, the ceramic layered silicates are considerably stiffer and shorter than the block copolymer cylinders ͑but considerably longer than a single extended chain͒, and thus even slight imperfections in the relative orientations of the silicate layers or bending of the silicate layers, results in a disruption of the long-range correlations of the cylindrical microdomains ͑Fig. 5͒.
To further verify the importance of a three-dimensional scaffold structure in the development of spherical microdomains arranged on a bcc lattice, we exploit the thermotropic cylinder to sphere transition exhibited by the copolymer blend system. The cylindrically ordered microdomains un- dergo a thermotropic transformation to spherical microdomains when heated to temperatures above T OOT (ϭ138 Ϯ3°C). [9] [10] [11] Starting from unoriented cylindrical microdomains, grown under quiescent conditions ͑i.e., no macroscopic orientation of the cylindrical microdomains, with the microdomain grains being randomly oriented͒, the transformation to spherical microdomains arranged on a bcc lattice as studied by linear viscoelastic measurements are shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ . These kinetics, like those of the unfilled polymer, are identical to the development of spheres from the disordered state ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒. 9, 11, 12 Previously, we have shown that the transformation of unaligned cylindrical microdomains to spherical microdomains arranged on a bcc lattice is mediated by a poorly ordered state exhibiting liquidlike viscoelastic and SANS signatures. 9, 11 This pathway appears to be unchanged by the addition of the nanoscale fillers, where the presence of the silicate layers might have been anticipated to stabilize the ordered phases and discourage the formation of the liquidlike intermediate state.
Further, macroscopically aligned cylinders in the unfilled polymer, prepared by the prolonged application of largeamplitude oscillatory shear at Tϭ120°C, exhibit accelerated kinetics for the transition to a spherical microdomain state when heated to 150°C. 10 The transformation of shearaligned cylinders to spheres, while passing through an intermediate poorly ordered state, results in an epitaxial development of the spheres with the arrangement of the spherical microdomains exhibiting memory of the initial orientation of the aligned cylindrical microdomains ͑as shown below͒. These kinetics for the shear-aligned cylinder to sphere transition are unaffected by the addition of 1 wt.% of the layered silicate, as shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ , suggesting that the existence of a well-defined three-dimensional scaffold enhances the development of the bcc spherical microdomains. These reinforce our earlier argument that the preferential attraction of the PS block to the silicate surface and the resulting longrange templating of the structure are responsible for the faster kinetics of spherical microdomain growth in the filled hybrids. 26 Direct confirmation of this is obtained from the small angle neutron scattering ͑SANS͒ measurements on in situ shear-aligned samples 15 and the results are presented in Fig.  7 . The two-dimensional SANS data in Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒ confirm the epitaxial relationship between the block copolymer blend cylinder axis and the ͗111͘ axis of the spheres arranged on a bcc lattice. Shear alignment of the cylinders leads to the development of ''parallel'' cylinders ͑with the cylinder axis along the velocity direction͒, as evidenced by the equatorial peaks observed at q* and ͱ 3q* in Fig. 7͑a͒ . The epitaxial transformation of these shear-aligned cylinders leads to the degenerate twinned bcc structure, as evidenced by the presence of four intense reflections at q* positioned at 35°to the shear direction and the observation of higher-order reflections at ͱ 2q* that are approximately 55°to the shear direction. 27 We monitor the temporal evolution of the cylinder to sphere transition in Figs. 7͑c͒ and 7͑d͒ by tracking the intensities corresponding to the first Bragg reflection (q*) of the cylindrical and spherical structures, as detailed previously. 10 The intensities at q* corresponding to the parallel aligned cylinders ͑i.e., along the equatorial direction͒ and those corresponding to the spheres ͑i.e., at 35°to the meridional plane͒ are reported in Figs. 7͑c͒ and 7͑d͒ . These intensities shown in Figs. 7͑c͒ and 7͑d͒ are normalized by the intensity along the meridional plane, which remains roughly constant throughout the transformation process. As expected from the rheological measurements ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒, the addition of the filler does not lead to any significant changes in the kinetics of the order-order transition of aligned cylinders to spherical microdomains arranged on a bcc lattice. Further, the SANS data indicate that there is no alteration in the epitaxial relationship between the cylindrical and spherical microdomains as a result of the added layered silicate.
The influence of the silicate layers on the ordered structure of the cylindrical and spherical microdomains is examined by TEM on the samples quenched after melt rheology FIG. 6 . Temporal evolution of the storage modulus (GЈ) ͑with ϭ0.03 rad/s, ␥ 0 ϭ1.5%): ͑a͒ for the development of spherical microdomains at Tϭ150°C from an initial disordered ͑220°C͒ state and macroscopically unaligned cylindrical microdomain structure ͑120°C͒ for a 3 wt.% 2C18M-based nanocomposite; and ͑b͒ for the development of spherical microdomains at Tϭ150°C from macroscopically unaligned cylindrical microdomain structure and a shear-aligned cylindrical structure at 120°C for a 1 wt.% 2C18M-based nanocomposite. Additionally, in ͑b͒ the transformation kinetics for the unfilled polymer starting from a shear-aligned cylindrical structure to the spherical state is shown. Samples were shear aligned in the cylindrical state by prolonged application ͑ϳ24 h͒ of large-amplitude oscillatory shear at Tϭ120°C using a strain amplitude ␥ 0 of 100% at a frequency of ϭ0.01 rad/s. and described in Figs. 3 and 4 . Representative micrographs of the 1 wt.% hybrid annealed at 120°C ͑cylindrical microdomains͒ and 150°C ͑spherical microdomains͒ are shown in Fig. 8 . The mesoscopic ordering of the spherical microdomain ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒ appears to be strongly influenced by the silicate layers, with the layers acting as nucleation sites for the preferred PS rich spherical microphase. In fact, it appears that the PS can either coat the silicate sheets in the form of a layer or form hemispheres on the surface, with long-range order preserved from the surface. The ceramic layers provide scaffolding for the long-range ordering of spherical microdomains over several microns; whereas the cylindrical microdomains of PS ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒ show essentially no templating at the silicate layers and, in fact, the long-range threedimensional order appears to be disrupted by the presence of the silicate layers. We note that the micrograph for the cylindrical microdomains ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒ is quite different from that observed for the unfilled cylindrical state reported in Ref. 11 , where the cylindrical microdomains were shown to be short wormlike structures. Alternate explanations for the differences in the role of silicate layers on the development of spherical and cylindrical microdomain structures, such as the preferential segregation of the diblock or triblock and the differences in ordering behavior with architecture are ruled out on the basis of the results presented in the Appendix, the extremely low volume fraction at which the kinetic effects for spherical microdomains with bcc ordering saturate and the absence of visual and neutron scattering evidence that might indicate such a partitioning and lack of homogeneity in the filled hybrids.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
On the basis of the rheological, SANS, and TEM measurements shown, the highly anisotropic silicate layers of montmorillonite are seen to have a strong effect on the growth of spherical microdomains with cubic symmetry starting from an initially disordered state or from unaligned cylinders. Conversely, the kinetics for the development of unaligned anisotropic cylindrical microdomains from the disordered state appears to be unaffected ͑or even slightly disrupted͒ by the silicate layers. It is our contention that the development of mesoscopically ordered microdomains is critically dependent on the availability of a well-defined three-dimensional templating agent capable of preserving the long-range order over several multiples of the lattice dimensions. For this reason, we observed that starting from shear oriented cylinders, the presence of silicate layers has no influence on the kinetics and the pathway for the development of spherical microdomains. Further, to template micron length cylinders or lamellas would require nucleating surfaces whose leading dimensions are considerably larger than a micron, as has been observed in the surface-induced ordering of block copolymer lamellas and cylinders by bulk substrates and semi-infinite patterned surfaces. 28 This contention of templating ͑as opposed to simple heterogeneous nucleation͒ is further supported by recent measurements ͑reported in the following paper͒ on the kinetics of spherical microdomain growth with three different layered silicates having platelet dimensions of 30 nm, 0.5-1m, and 10 m. 12 No templating of the spherical microdomains is observed for the 30 nm platelet hybrids. However, for the hybrids with the larger diameter platelets, strong templating and accelerated formation of the spherical microdomains are observed. These results reinforce the requirement of large length scale templating by the filler to observe enhanced growth kinetics and significant mesoscopic influence of the filler on the development of templated nanostructures.
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APPENDIX: INFLUENCE OF BLENDING ON THERMODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR
The sample used in this study is a blend of a matched diblock and triblock copolymer, with ϳ65% triblock. In this appendix we show that for the case of PS-PEB block copolymers, the effect of architecture has a relatively small effect on the location of the thermodynamic phase transitions and is consistent with an architecture-independent FloryHuggins thermodynamic interaction parameter ͓(T)͔ with a strong temperature dependence of (T).
10,29
Based on SAXS measurements, Ijichi and co-workers 30 have suggested that for the styrene-isoprene system, (T) is a strong function of block architecture. On the other hand, Balsara and co-workers 31 using SANS have suggested that the thermodynamic interaction parameter for the styreneisoprene system is within the errors of the experiment independent of the molecular architecture of the block copolymer ͑i.e., similar for diblock and triblock copolymers and independent of the composition of the block copolymer͒. Similarly, Register and co-workers, 32 Bates and co-workers, 33 and Lodge and co-workers 34 have shown that a single architecture-independent parameter adequately describes the phase behavior of diblock, triblock, and mixtures of diand triblock copolymers. To clarify the situation for the current case we examined the effect of blending diblock and triblock copolymers on the microphase behavior for the S-EB system.
We prepared diblock and triblock fractions by successive solvent ͑toluene and cyclohexane͒ solubilization and nonsolvent ͑methanol͒ precipitation, as described previously. 35 A detailed characterization of the different fractions studied as obtained by gel permeation chromatography ͑Waters 150C with four Polymer Laboratories columns of 10 5 , 10 4 , 10 3 , and 500 Å pore size and equipped with UV and RI detection; THF as eluent; Tϭ30°C; and the flow rate of 1 ml/min͒ is provided in Table I . The location of the order-disorder transition (T ODT ) is studied by melt-state linear viscoelastic measurements and by quiescent state SANS measurements. The location of the cylinder-to-sphere order-order transition (T OOT ) is examined by linear viscoelastic measurements.
The order-disorder and order-order transition as studied by linear viscoelastic measurements and shown in terms of an isochronal plot at a low frequency of 0.04 rad/s is shown FIG. 8 . Transmission electron micrographs exhibiting the influence of the addition of 1 wt.% layered silicate ͑2C18M͒ on the spherical and cylindrical structures evolved at 150°C and 120°C ͓͑a͒ and ͑b͒, respectively͔. The sections were stained with RuO 4 , preferentially absorbed by polystyrene and seen as dark regions in the micrographs. The long-range order of the spherical microdomain structure is templated by the silicate layers and this nucleation event is thought to cause the enhanced kinetics observed in the rheological measurements shown in Fig. 3 . Conversely, the long-range order of the cylindrical structure appears to be disturbed due to the presence of the silicate layers and leads to the presence of highly disoriented cylindrical microdomains. Triblock  93  199Ϯ2°C  198Ϯ3°C  136Ϯ2°C  Diblock  14  192Ϯ2°C  192Ϯ3°C  143Ϯ3°C  Blend  65  196Ϯ2°C  195Ϯ5°C  138Ϯ3°C a T ODT determined by SANS measurements and shown in Fig. 10 . b T ODT and T OOT determined by linear viscoelastic measurements using isochronal plots at zero heating rate as shown in Fig. 9 and from detailed frequency scans for well-equilibrated structures.
in Fig. 9 . The isochronal plots were prepared from frequency scans on well-equilibrated samples ͑i.e., an effective zero heating rate͒, sometimes equilibrated for over 24 h at a temperature to attain equilibrium values. 9, 11 The order-disorder transition for the triblock, diblock, and the mixture used in this study was also examined by SANS measurements under quiescent conditions and shown in Fig. 10 . The temperature corresponding to the order-order transition temperature was not investigated by SANS measurements because of the long time required to attain equilibrium.
The thermal transitions as determined by the viscoelastic and SANS measurements are summarized in Table I . The triblock copolymer exhibits a slightly higher T ODT as compared to the diblock copolymer is and consistent with previous experiments [32] [33] [34] and theoretical predictions. 36 On the other hand, the T OOT for the triblock is slightly lower than that of the diblock copolymer, contrary to the previous results of Ryu et al. on PS-PI diblock and triblock copolymers. 34 It is conceivable that the increased temperature dependence of for the PS-PEB systems as compared to PS-PI, and a significantly different conformational asymmetry 37 with a more pronounced temperature dependence could be responsible for the differences in behavior for the PS-PEB system in comparison to the PS-PI system. Most importantly, however, at 120°C all three samples ͑diblock, triblock, and the blend examined in this study͒ formed cylindrical microdomains, while at 150°C all three samples formed spherical microdomains. FIG. 9 . Isochronal plot of GЈ vs temperature for the unfractionated blend ͑studied in this paper͒, the fractionated triblock, and the fractionated diblock. The plot was prepared from frequency scans performed on wellequilibrated samples, sometimes equilibrated for as long as 24 h at a fixed temperature. The data for the triblock and diblock are scaled in order to distinguish between the different datasets. For all three samples, there is a slight increase in GЈ upon traversing the T OOT . The T ODT is accompanied by a precipitous drop in GЈ and detailed assignment of T ODT provided in Table I was performed by examining the frequency scans ͑Ref. 11͒.
FIG. 10.
Temperature dependence of the SANS intensity at q*, corresponding to the primary intensity peak for the block copolymer, for the unfractionated blend, the fractionated triblock, and the fractionated diblock. The T ODT is identified by the location of the discontinuity in the intensity. Samples were prepared by heating to the isotropic state and then quenched to 162°C and allowed to equilibrate for ϳ24 h. All the data presented in this figure were obtained during the heating of the samples from the ordered state to the disordered state.
